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Challenges to overcome:

1. Technology and Platform Limitations 
While many platforms exist to help access sales insights, due to integration headaches, many organizations are 
unable to utilize them.

2. Customer Experience Issues
Developing a satisfied customer base is a necessary prerequisite to implementing a successful cross-selling 
strategy - happy customers convert better. 

3. Agent’s Ability to Drive Sales
Identifying and acting on sales opportunities may not be first nature for many agents, especially if they were hired 
and trained for a primarily customer service focused role.

It’s in addressing these challenges that a good speech analytics solution can be transformative, 
helping you to:

4. Transform Your Understanding of Customer Experience.
Speech Analytics can be used to analyze 100% of customer conversations allowing you to understand customer 
needs, questions and pain points like never before. The ways in which you can apply this ability are limitless, but, here 
are simple things that you can do on day one:

• Identify process outliers - Spot and fix processes that are not going well for your customers. Set up a keyword 
list that alerts you to phrases like:

• I didn’t get that email
• Your app gave me an error message
• I can’t log in
• It crashed when I got to that point.

Cross-selling is the simplest thing that a business can do to significantly increase 
revenue and your contact center can play a critical role in seizing cross-sell and 
up-sell opportunities.
Customer interactions remain an underutilized source of market insight and a prime sales opportunity. But, 
while using your contact center to aid cross-selling is conceptually straightforward, implementing an effective 
strategy to get it done is not. 
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5. Build a Platform for Cross-Selling by Creating Great Customer Experience Strategies
Once you have this insight, use it. Smooth out clunky processes, fix disjointed customer journeys, and address the 
underlying reasons for escalation. Then start using speech analytics to drive new customer experience strategies:

• Set new standards with automated scorecards - With speech analytics, you can quickly set new standards 
and requirements by creating automated scorecards. These can be set up easily, and as soon as they are, you 
will be scoring 100% of your calls and interactions for 100% of your agents in a way that directly addresses 
customer pain.

• Take a new approach to agent coaching - With Speech Analytics agents are scored on 100% of their calls 
rather than just a few and many businesses have found great success using aggregated conversational data to 
educate and coach their agents. These reports show what techniques and keywords are driving call success 
and can be highly persuasive. 

6. Speech Analytics for Sales

• Drive conversions - You can use conversational analytics and keyword data to understand what factors are 
getting people to buy. Break down what is happening on successful calls to its foundational elements, and 
sales success goes from being something mercurial to something that is grounded in data.

• Never miss a lead - With thousands of conversations going on in your contact center daily, many sales opportunities 
are slipping through the cracks. By setting up custom reports and alerts mapped to relevant keywords and 
phrases, you can use it as a safety net to ensure that these opportunities aren’t missed.

• Gain another source of competitive insight - Set up a report that identifies mentions of your competitors and 
then analyzes the keywords, phrases, and concepts that surround these mentions. You can start to understand, 
at scale, what is differentiating them and inform decisions about your own products and services’ design, 
pricing, and positioning.

• Figure out what’s causing escalation - A keyword list could look like this:

• I want to speak to your manager/supervisor
• I could sue
• I want to file a complaint
• Better Business Bureau 
• Attorney general

• Understand customer effort pain points - Look out for words like:

• Difficult
• Complicated
• Ridiculous
• Crazy
• Stupid
• Hard. 
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One more tip: Advanced speech analytics tools will allow you to not only understand what is being said 
but also how your customers are feeling. Roll in sentiment scores, separated by agent and customer, into 
any analysis that you carry out.


